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The parametric instability in the inductively coupled plasma driven by the
ponderomotive current.
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The stability theory of the skin layer plasma of the inductive discharge is developed for the case when the
electron quiver velocity in RF wave is of the order of or is larger than the electron thermal velocity. This
theory is grounded on the methodology of the oscillating modes, which accounts for the oscillation motion
of the electron component relative to the unmovable ions in the spatially inhomogeneous RF field of the
skin layer. The theory predicts the existence the instability of the parametric type in a skin layer with the
growth rate comparable with frequency. This instability stems from the coupled action of two effects caused
by the electron-ion relative motion in RF field: occurrence of harmonics of the perturbed potential and their
coupling due to the ponderomotive current. The instability exists in the finite interval of the ponderomotive
current velocity and is absent in the uniform boundless plasma.
PACS numbers: 52.35.Qz
I. INTRODUCTION
The regime of the anomalous skin effect (or nonlocal
regime)1,2 is typical for the low pressure inductive plasma
sources employed in material processes applications3. It
occurs when the frequency ω0 of the operating elec-
tromagnetic (EM) wave is much above the electron-
neutral collision frequency, but less than the electron
plasma frequency. In this regime, the interaction of
the EM field with electrons is governed by the elec-
tron thermal motion. For this reason, the EM wave
absorption4, the formation of the anomalous skin layer
near the plasma boundary1, and the anomalous electron
heating5,6 require the kinetic description which involves
the well known mechanism of collisionless power dissi-
pation - Landau damping. It stems from the resonant
wave-electron interaction under condition that the elec-
tron thermal velocity vTe is comparable with (or is larger
) the EM phase velocity. The theory of the anomalous
skin effect is developed as a rule, employing the linear
approximation to the solution of the Vlasov equation for
the electron distribution function. It is assumed in this
theory that the equilibrium electron distribution func-
tion depends only on electron kinetic energy and does
not involve the electron motion in the time dependent
spatially inhomogeneous EM wave. This approximation
is valid when the quiver velocity of electron in the EM
wave is negligible in comparison with the electron ther-
mal velocity.
It was found experimentally7–10 and analytically11–15
that at the low driving frequency of an inductive dis-
charge, at which RF Lorentz force acting on electrons
becomes comparable to or larger than the RF electric
a)E-mail: vladimir@pusan.ac.kr
b)E-mail:vsmikhailenko@pusan.ac.kr
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field force, the nonlinear effects in the skin layer becomes
essential. The theoretical analysis11–15 has shown that
electron oscillatory motion in the inhomogeneous RF field
in the skin layer leads to the ponderomotive force. This
force is regarded as the responsible for the reduction of
the steady state electron density distribution within the
skin layer11,12 and for the formation of experimentally
observed7–10 and analytically predicted13–15 second har-
monics which was found7–10 to be much larger than the
electric field on the fundamental frequency.
Our paper is devoted to the analytical investigations
of the nonlinear processes in the skin layer in the case of
high frequency of the operating EM wave for which the
RF electric field force acting on electrons prevails over
the RF Lorentz force. In this case, a situation can occur
that the electron quiver velocity in a skin layer under the
action of the electromagnetic wave approaches or is larger
than the electron thermal velocity. Under such conditions
it is reasonable to talk about free oscillations of a plasma
particle under the action of the RF field (at least, in the
zero approximation in the ratio of the collision frequency
to the field frequency). The relative oscillatory motion of
the electrons and ions in the RF field is a potential source
of numerous instabilities of the parametric type (see, for
example, Refs.16–19) with frequencies ω comparable with
or less than the frequency ω0 of the applied RF wave. It
is clear that in such a situation an essentially nonlinear
dependence of the plasma conductivity on the RF field as
well as the anomalous absorption of the RF energy due to
the development of the plasma turbulence and turbulent
scattering of electrons arise. This is just the case which
interest us in the present paper.
It is usually accepted in the theoretical investigations
of the parametric instabilities excited by the strong RF
wave in the unbounded uniform plasmas, that the ap-
proximation of the spatially homogeneous pump wave
may suffice since the parametrically excited waves have
the wave number much larger than the wave number of
2the primary RF wave. The presence of the skin layer at
the plasma boundary where RF wave decays into plasma
requires the development of new approach to the the-
ory of the instabilities of the parametric type in which
the spatial inhomogeneity of the RF wave should be ac-
counted for. This new kinetic approach, grounded on the
methodology of the oscillating modes, is developed in this
paper and is presented in Sec. II. We found that electrons
in the skin layer experience the oscillating motion in EM
field jointly with the uniformly accelerated motion under
the action of the ponderomotive force which stems from
the spatial inhomogeneity of the RF wave EM field. The
basic equation for the perturbed electrostatic potential
which determines the stability of the inductively coupled
plasma against the development of the electrostatic in-
stabilities in the skin layer is derived in Sec. III. The
numerical solution of this equation is presented in Sec.
IV. It reveals the instability which is the result of the
coupled action of the oscillating and steady motion of the
electrons relative to the ions. Conclusions are presented
in Sec. V.
II. BASIC TRANSFORMATIONS AND GOVERNING
EQUATIONS
We consider a model of a plasma occupying region z >
0. The RF antenna which launches the RF wave with
frequency ω0 is assumed to exist to the left of the plasma
boundary z = 0. The electric, E0 (z, t), and magnetic,
B0 (z, t), fields of a such RF wave, are directed along
the plasma boundary and attenuate along z due to the
skin effect. We assume that these fields are exponentially
decaying with z, and sinusoidally varying with time,
E0 (z, t) = E0ye
−κz sinω0tey, (1)
and
B0 (z, t) = E0y
cκ
ω0
e−κz cosω0tex, (2)
where E0 and B0 satisfy the Faradays law, ∂E0/∂z =
∂B0/c∂t. In this paper, we consider the effect of the rel-
ative motion of plasma species in the applied RF field
on the development the short scale electrostatic pertur-
bations in the skin layer with wavelength much less than
the skin layer thickness. Our theory bases on the Vlasov
equation for the velocity distribution function Fα of α
species (α = e for electrons and α = i for ions),
∂Fα
∂t
+ v
∂Fα
∂r
+
eα
mα
(
E0 (z, t) +
1
c
[v ×B0 (z, t)]
−∇ϕ (r, t)
)
∂Fα
∂v
= 0. (3)
This equation contains the potential ϕ (r, t) of the elec-
trostatic plasma perturbations which is determined by
the Poisson equation
△ ϕ (r, t) = −4pi
∑
α=i,e
eα
∫
fα (v, r, t) dvα, (4)
where fα is the perturbation of the equilibrium distri-
bution function F0α, Fα = F0α + fα. F0α is a func-
tion of the canonic momentums pz = mαvz and py =
mαvy − ecA0y (z, t), which are the integrals of the Vlasov
equation (3) without potential ϕ (r, t). It will be assumed
to have a form
Fα0 (vy, vz , z, t) =
n0α
2piv2Tα
exp
[
− v
2
z
2v2Tα
− 1
2v2Tα
(
vy − e
cmα
A0y (z, t)
)2]
, (5)
where the electromagnetic potential A0y (z, t) for the EM
field (1) and (2) is equal to11,12
A0y (z, t) =
cE0y
ω0
e−κz cosω0t. (6)
.
The kinetic theory of the plasma stability with the
time dependence of the Fα0 caused by the strong spa-
tially homogeneous oscillating RF electric field E0 (t) =
E0y sinω0tey was developed
16,17 by employing the trans-
formation v = vα + Vα0 (t) of the velocity v in the
Vlasov equations for ions and electrons to velocity vα
determined in the frame of references which oscillates
with velocity Vα0 (t) of particles of species α in velocity
space, leaving unchanged the position coordinates. With
new velocity vα the explicit time dependence which stems
from the RF field is excluded from the Vlasov equation.
In this paper we employ more general transformation of
the velocity and position coordinates to the convected-
oscillating frame of references determined by the relations
vα = v −Vα (r, t) ,
rα = r−Rα (r, t) = r−
t∫
Vα (r, t1) dt1. (7)
This transformation was decisive in the development of
the parametric weak turbulence theory18, and the theory
of the stability and turbulence of plasma in RF wave with
finite wavelength20 and admits the solution of the Vlasov
equation in the case of the oscillating spatially inhomo-
geneous RF field. The transformation of Eq. (3) for Fe
to velocity ve and coordinate re variables determined by
Eq. (7) transforms Eq. (3) to the form
∂Fe (ve, re, t)
∂t
+ ve
∂Fe
∂re
− vej
t∫
t0
∂Vek (r, t1)
∂rj
dt1
∂Fe
∂rek
− vej ∂Vek
∂rj
∂Fe
∂vek
− Vej (r, t)
t∫
t0
∂Vek (r, t1)
∂rj
dt1
∂Fe
∂rek
+
e
me
(
∇ϕ (r, t) ∂Fe
∂ve
− 1
c
[
ve ×B0 (z, t)
]) ∂Fe
∂ve
−
{
∂Vej (r, t)
∂t
+ Vek (r, t)
∂Vej (r, t)
∂rk
3+
e
me
(
E0y (z, t) +
1
c
[
Ve (r, t)×B0 (z, t)
])
j
}
× ∂Fe (ve, re, t)
∂vej
= 0. (8)
In the approximation of the spatially uniform RF field
(i. e. for κ = 0 in our case), the time dependent RF
electric field is excluded from Eq. (8) for the velocity Ve
for which the expression in brackets vanishes. In the case
of the spatially inhomogeneous RF fields, this selection
of the velocity Ve provides the derivation of the solution
for Fe in the form of power series in the small parameter
κδre ≪ 1, where δre is the amplitude of the displacement
of electron in the RF field. For RF fields (1) and (2) this
velocity is determined by the equations
∂Vey (z, t)
∂t
+ Vez (z, t)
∂Vey (z, t)
∂z
= − e
me
(
E0y (z, t) +
1
c
Vez (z, t)B0x (z, t)
)
, (9)
∂Vez (z, t)
∂t
+ Vez (z, t)
∂Vez (z, t)
∂z
=
e
mec
Vey (z, t)B0x (z, t) . (10)
With new variables ze, t
′, determined by the relations21
z = ze +
t′∫
0
Vez (ze, t
′
1) dt
′
1, t = t
′, (11)
Eqs. (9) and (10) becomes
∂Vey (ze, t
′)
∂t′
= −eE0y
me
e
−κ
(
ze+
t′∫
0
Vez(ze,t′1)dt
′
1
)
×
(
sinω0t
′ +
κVez (ze, t
′)
ω0
cosω0t
′
)
, (12)
∂Vez (ze, t
′)
∂t′
= κξe0e
−κ
(
ze+
t′∫
0
Vez(ze,t′1)dt
′
1
)
× ω0Vey (ze, t′) cosω0t′, (13)
where
ξe0 =
eE0y
meω20
(14)
is the amplitude of the displacement of an electron along
the coordinate y at ze = 0. For the collisionless plasma
Re κ−1 = Ls is the skin depth for the anomalous skin
effect,
Ls =
(
vTec
2
√
piω0ω2pe
)1/3
. (15)
We will find the solutions for Vey (ze, t) and Vez (ze, t) in
the form of the power series in the parameter κξe0 ≪ 1.
In this paper, we consider the case of the high frequency
RF wave for which the RF electric field force acting on
electrons in the skin layer prevails over the RF Lorentz
force. The procedure of the solution of system (12), (13)
for the case of the low frequency RF wave, for which the
RF Lorentz force dominates over the RF electric field
force, is different and will be considered in the separate
paper. It follows from Eq. (13) that Vez is constant in
zero-order approximation and without loss of the gener-
ality we put it to be equal to zero. In this approximation,
we obtain from Eq. (12) the equation for Vey ,
∂Vey (ze, t)
∂t
= −eE0y (ze)
me
sinω0t, (16)
with solution
Vey (ze, t) =
eE0y (ze)
meω0
cosω0t
=
e
cmα
A0y (ze, t) , (17)
where E0y (ze) = E0ye
−κze is the local value of the am-
plitude of the E0y field.
In the first order in κξe0, we find from Eq. (13) the
equation for Vez ,
∂Vez (ze, t)
∂t
=
eκE0y (ze)
meω0
Vey (ze, t) cosω0t
= κ
e
me
ξeE0y (ze) cos
2 ω0t, (18)
where
ξe = ξe (ze) = ξe0e
−κze (19)
is the amplitude of the local displacement of electron
along the coordinate y at ze. Equation (18) is similar
to the equation of the electron motion under the action
of the ponderomotive force22 with solution
Vez (ze, t) = κξe
e
2me
E0y (ze) t
+
1
4
κξe
e
meω0
E0y (ze) sin 2ω0t. (20)
With velocity Ve determined above, the Vlasov equation
(8) becomes
∂Fe (ve, re, t)
∂t
+ ve
∂Fe
∂re
+
e
me
∇ϕ (re, t) ∂Fe
∂ve
+ κξevez sinω0t
∂Fe
∂ye
+ κξeveyω0 cosω0t
∂Fe
∂vez
= 0. (21)
Equation (21) and the Vlasov equation for ions jointly
with the Poisson equation (4) for the potential ϕ (re, t)
compose basic system of equations. It is important to
note, that the spatial inhomogeneity and time depen-
dence in the zero order in κξe is excluded from the
Maxwellian distribution (5) in convective coordinates
with velocity Vey determined by Eq. (17). At the same
4time, the transition from vz to vez introduces spatial in-
homogeneity and time dependence of the first order in
κξe to Fe0. Therefore, the solution of the Vlasov equa-
tion (21) for Fe0 (vez , vey, ze, t) may be presented in the
form of power series in κξe ≪ 1,
Fe0 (vez , vey , ze, t) = F
(0)
e0 (vez , vey)
+ F
(1)
e0 (vez , vey , ze, t) , (22)
where
F
(0)
e0 (vez , vey) =
n0e
2piv2Te
exp
[
− v
2
ez
2v2Te
− v
2
ey
2v2Te
]
. (23)
With expansion (22) the spatial inhomogeneity and time
dependence of Fe0 (vez , vey , ze, t) in the convective coor-
dinates is determined by F
(1)
e0 , which is the solution of
Eq. (21) with ϕ (ve, re, t) = 0,
∂F
(1)
e0
∂t
+ vez
∂F
(1)
e0
∂ze
= −κξeω0 vey
2
(
e−iω0t + eiω0t
) ∂F (0)e0
∂vez
. (24)
With new characteristic variable z′e = ze − vezt, the
derivative over ze is excluded from Eq. (24) and the
solution to Eq. (24) becomes
F
(1)
e0 (ve, z
′, t) = −κξe vey
2
ω0
∂F
(0)
e0
∂vez
×
(
eiω0t
iω0 − κvez −
e−iω0t
iω0 + κvez
)
+Ψ(vez , vey) . (25)
The function Ψ (vez , vey) is determined by employing
simple boundary conditions4 determined for different val-
ues of coordinate ze. The first condition is applied at
ze = ∞ for the electrons moving from ze = ∞ toward
plasma boundary ze = 0, i. e. for electrons with velocity
vez < 0. Because the electric field E0y (ze) vanishes at
ze =∞, the boundary condition F (1)e0 (ve, z′ → +∞, t) =
0 determines Ψ (vez < 0, vey) = 0 and
F
(1)
e0 (vey , vez < 0, z
′, t) = −κξeω0 vey
2
∂F
(0)
e0
∂vez
×
(
eiω0t
iω0 − κvez −
e−iω0t
iω0 + κvez
)
. (26)
The second boundary condition is the condition of the
specular reflection of electrons at the plasma boundary
z = 0,
F
(1)
e0 (vey, vez < 0, z = 0, t)
= F
(1)
e0 (vey, vez > 0, z = 0, t) . (27)
This condition determines the solution for electron dis-
tribution function F
(1)
e0 (vey , vez > 0, z
′, t) in a form
F
(1)
e0 (vey , vez > 0, z
′, t) = −κω0 vey
2
∂F
(0)
e0
∂vez
×
[
ξe
(
eiω0t
iω0 − κvez −
e−iω0t
iω0 + κvez
)
e−κvezt
+
4κξe0vez
ω20 + κ
2v2ez
cosω0t
]
. (28)
With the equilibrium distribution function Fe0, deter-
mined by Eq. (22), the Vlasov equation (21) for the
function fe becomes
∂fe (ve, re, t)
∂t
+ ve
∂fe
∂re
+ κξevez sinω0t
∂fe
∂ye
+ κξeveyω0 cosω0t
∂fe
∂vez
+
e
me
∇ϕ (re, t)
× ∂
∂ve
(
F
(0)
e0 + F
(1)
e0 (vez , vey, ze, t)
)
= 0, (29)
which contains the electrostatic potential ϕ (re, t) of the
self-consistent respond of a plasma on the RF wave. The
solution to Eq. (29) may be found in the form of power
series in κξe ≪ 1. In this paper, we obtain the solution
to Eq. (29) for fe and fi in the zero order in κξe and use
them in the Poisson equation for the potential ϕ (re, t).
On this way, we obtain the basic equations of the theory
of the parametric instabilities which may be developed
in the inductively coupled plasma.
III. ELECTRON OCSILLATING MODE
In the zero order in κξe, the equilibrium distribu-
tion functions Fe0,i0 in the convective coordinates are
determined by the spatially inhomogeneous functions
F
(0)
e0,i0 (ve,i), and the Vlasov equation (29) for fe (ve, re, t)
and similar equation for fi (vi, ri, t) do not contain the
RF electric field in their convective-oscillating frames.
Therefore equations for fi and fe will be the same as
for the plasma without RF field,
∂fi
∂t
+ vi
∂fi
∂ri
− ei
mi
∇ϕi (ri, t) ∂Fi0
∂vi
= 0, (30)
∂fe
∂t
+ ve
∂fe
∂re
− e
me
∇ϕe (re, t) ∂Fe0
∂ve
= 0. (31)
The solution of the linearised equations for fi Fourier
transformed over ri is
fi (vi,ki, t) = i
ei
mi
ki
∂Fi0
∂vi
t∫
0
dt1ϕi (ki, t1)
× e−ikivi(t−t1), (32)
where ϕi (ki, t1) is the Fourier transform of the potential
ϕi (ri, t1) over ri,
ϕi (ki, t1) =
1
(2pi)3
∫
driϕi (ri, t1) e
−ikiri . (33)
5The ion density perturbation ni (ki, t) Fourier trans-
formed over ri with the conjugate wave vector ki is
ni (ki, t) =
∫
fi (vi,ki, t) dvi = i
ei
mi
ki
×
∫
dvi
∂Fi0
∂vi
t∫
0
dt1ϕi (ki, t1) e
−ikivi(t−t1). (34)
The Fourier transform ne (ke, t) of the electron density
perturbation performed in the electron frame is given by
equation
ne (ke, t) =
∫
fe (ve,ke, t) dve = i
e
me
ke
×
∫
dve
∂Fe0
∂ve
t∫
0
dt1ϕe (ke, t1) e
−ikeve(t−t1). (35)
which is the same as Eq. (34) for ni (ki, t) with changing
ion on electron subscripts.
The perturbations of the ion, (34), and electron, (35),
density are used in the Poisson equation (4) which may
be the equation for ϕi (ki, t1) by the Fourier transform
of Eq. (4) over ri,
k2i ϕi (ki, t) = 4pie (ni (ki, t)
−
∫
drine (re, t) e
−ikiri
)
, (36)
or as the equation for ϕe (ke, t) by the Fourier transform
of Eq. (4) over re. For the deriving the Poisson equa-
tion for ϕi (ki, t) the Fourier transforms n
(i)
e (ki, t) and
ϕ
(i)
e (ki, t) of ne (re, t) and ϕe (re, t) over ri should be de-
termined. Using Eq. (7), which determines the relations
among the coordinates in the laboratory, ion and electron
frames, we find that the electron density perturbation
ne (re, t) Fourier transformed over ri is
n(i)e (ki, t) =
∫
drine (re, t) e
−ikiri =
∫
drene (re, t)
× exp
(
−ikire − ikiy
∫
dt1 (Vey (t1)− Viy (t1))
−ikiz
∫
dt1 (Vez (t1)− Viz (t1))
)
, (37)
where velocities Vey (t1) and Vez (t1) are determined by
Eqs. (17) and (20). The velocities Viy (t1) and Viz (t1),
which are determined by the same Eqs. (17) and (20)
with subscript i instead of e, are in mi/me times less
than Vey and Vez and are neglected in what follows. One
comment should be made concerning the uniformly ac-
celerated part of the velocity Vez (t), resulted from the
action of the ponderomotive force on electrons. It is clear
that velocity Vez (t) can’t grow infinitely. After the de-
velopment of the parametric instabilities, we must take
into account the deceleration of the electrons due to their
scattering by the turbulent electric fields powered by the
parametric instabilities. In the steady state, determined
by the relation
κξe
eE0y
2me
− νeffU0z = 0, (38)
where νeff is the ’effective collision frequency’ of the elec-
trons with plasma turbulence, the Vez (t) velocity at time
t≫ ν−1eff is determined by the relation
Vez (t) = U0z +
1
4
κξe
eE0y
meω0
sin 2ω0t. (39)
With velocities Vey (t) and Vez (t) determined by Eqs.
(17) and (39) relation (37) becomes
n(i)e (ki, t) = n
(e)
e (ki, t) exp
(
− ikiyξe sinω0t
− ikizUezt+ ikizηe cos 2ω0t
)
=
∞∑
n=−∞
∞∑
m=−∞
Jn (kiyξe) Jm (kizηe)
× ei(n+2m)ω0t−ikizUezt+impi2 n(e)e (ki, t) , (40)
where ξe is determined by Eq. (19) and
ηe = ηe (ze) =
1
8
κξ2e (ze) (41)
is the amplitude of the electron displacement in the RF
electric field along coordinate ze. In Eq. (40), Jm (x) is
first kind Bessel function of order m and the relations
eikiyξe sinω0t =
∞∑
n=−∞
Jn (kiyξe) e
inω0t, (42)
eikizηe cos 2ω0t =
∞∑
m=−∞
Jm (kizηe) e
im(2ω0t+pi2 ) (43)
were used. It follows from Eq. (40) that the pertur-
bation of the electron density n
(e)
e (ki) e
−iωt, determined
in the oscillating electron frame – the electron oscillat-
ing mode, is detected in the laboratory (ion) frame as
the sum of this mode with infinite number of the har-
monics, ∼ e−i(ω−(n+2m)ω0−kizUez)t with Doppler shifted
frequency.
The relation between the Fourier transform ϕe (ke, t) of
the potential ϕe (re, t) over re, involved in the expression
for ne (re, t), and the Fourier transform ϕi (ki, t) of the
potential ϕe (ri, t) over ri, when it is used in n
(i)
e (ki, t),
is derived similar and is determined by the relation
ϕ(e)e (ke, t1) = exp
(
ikiyξe sinω0t1 + ikizUezt1
− ikizηe cos 2ω0t1
)
ϕi (ki, t1) , (44)
which follows from the identity ϕe (re, t1) = ϕi (ri, t1),
and relation (40). In Eq. (44), we employ the local
approximation for the electric field E0y: because of the
small amplitude of the electron oscillation in RF field
6along coordinate ze, E0y means the local value E0ye
−κze
of the weakly inhomogeneous electric field Ey.
With Eqs. (40) and (44) employed in Eq. (39) for
n
(i)
e (ri, t) the Poisson equation (36), Fourier transformed
over time, gives the equation
(1 + εi (ki, ω))ϕi (ki, ω)
+
∞∑
n=−∞
∞∑
p=−∞
∞∑
r=−∞
∞∑
q=−∞
Jn−2r (kiyξe)
× Jn−2r−q+p (kiyξe)Jr (kizηe)Jr−q (kizηe)
× eipiq2 εe (ki, ω − kizUez − nω0)
× ϕi (ki, ω + pω0) = 0, (45)
which determines the evolution of the electrostatic poten-
tial ϕi (ki, ω) in the skin layer of an inductively coupled
plasma. In Equation (45), εi,e (ki, ω) is the ion (electron)
dielectric permittivity. For the Maxwellian distribution
F0α (vα),
F0α (vα) =
n0
(2piv2Ti)
3/2
exp
(
− v
2
α
2v2Ti
)
, (46)
dielectric permittivity εα (α = i, e) is equal to
εα (ki, ω) =
1
k2i λ
2
Dα
(
1 + i
√
pizαW (zα)
)
, (47)
where λDα is the Debye radius, zα = ω/
√
2kivTα,
W (z) = e−z
2
(
1 + (2i/
√
pi)
z∫
0
et
2
dt
)
is the the complex
error function.
IV. THE PARAMETRIC INSTABILITY OF THE SKIN
LAYER DRIVEN BY THE PONDEROMOTIVE CURRENT
For numerical solution of Eq. (45) we present this
equation in a form of the infinite system of equa-
tions for the fundamental mode ϕi (ki, ω) and harmonics
ϕi (ki, ω −mω0). By replacing ω on ω−mω0 in Eq. (45),
where m is an integer, we find
(1 + εi (ki, ω −mω0))ϕi (ki, ω −mω0)
+
∞∑
r=−∞
∞∑
n=−∞
∞∑
t=−∞
∞∑
q=−∞
Jr+m+2t (kiyξe)
× Jr+2t+q+n (kiyξe)Jt (kizηe)Jt−q (kizηe)
× (−1)m+n−q eipiq2 εe (ki, ω − kizUez + rω0)
× ϕi (ki, ω − nω0) = 0. (48)
Eq. (48) forms the infinite system of equations
∞∑
n=−∞
amnϕi (ki, ω − nω0) = 0, (49)
where n and m are integer numbers and the coefficients
amn are determined by relation
amn = δmn + (1 + εi (ki, ω −mω0))−1
×
∞∑
r=−∞
∞∑
t=−∞
∞∑
q=−∞
ei(m+n−
q
2 )pi
× Jr+m+2t (kiyξe)Jr+2t+q+n (kiyξe)Jt (kizηe)
× Jt−q (kizηe) εe (ki, ω − kizUez + rω0) . (50)
The equality to zero of the determinant of this homoge-
neous system,
det ‖ amn ‖= 0, (51)
gives the dispersion equation for system (49). Below we
present the numerical solution of this dispersion equa-
tion for system (49) limited by three equations: for the
potential ϕi (ki, ω) and its harmonics ϕi (ki, ω − ω0) and
ϕi (ki, ω + ω0), i. e. for m = 0,±1 and n = 0,±1. The
summation indexes r, t, q in coefficients amn were lim-
ited by the interval [−10, 10]. In the numerical solution
of Eq. (51) we use the normalized frequencies ωˆ = ω/ωpe,
ωˆ0 = ω0/ωpe, and νˆeff = νeff/ωpe, the normalized elec-
tric field Eˆ0y = E0y/
√
4pin0eTe, and the normalized ve-
locity of the ponderomotive current Uˆez = Uez/vTe. The
Bessel functions arguments kiyξe and kizηe in the nor-
malized variables are
kiyξe = kiyλDe
Eˆ0y
ωˆ20
,
kizηe = kizλDe
κλDe
8
(
Eˆ0y
ωˆ20
)2
, (52)
and
kizUˆez = kizλDe
κλDe
2νˆeff
(
Eˆ0y
ωˆ0
)2
. (53)
The results of the numerical solutions are presented in
Figs. 1–8. In Fig. 1, the solutions for ω/ωpe, γ/ωpe, and
in Fig. 2, the solutions for zi and ze are presented versus
the normalized frequency ωˆ0 for the normalized electric
field Eˆ0y = 0.0134. For a plasma with electron temper-
ature Te = 4eV and density n0e = 10
12cm−3 this di-
mensionless values of E0y correspond to E0y = 37V/cm.
The magnitudes of other parameters employed in both
these figures, as well as in Fig. 3, are: Te/Ti = 10
3,
kiyλDe = 10
−3, κλDe = 0.26, kizλDe = −0.675, νˆeff =
5.5 · 10−4, mi/me = 40 · 1840 (Ar). Figs. 1 and 2
demonstrate the existence the instability of the kinetic
type which develops due to the inverse electron Landau
damping (|zi| ≫ 1, |ze| ∼ 1) with negative normalized
frequency and with the growth rate comparable with fre-
quency. It follows from Fig. 1 that the growth rate maxi-
mum attains at ωˆ0 = 0.132 for Eˆ0y = 0.0134. Figure 1(c)
displays that for these values of ωˆ0 and Eˆ0y, ξe0 ∼ λDe
for the growth rate maximum. This value of ωˆ0 is used
7in Fig. 3 where solutions for ω/ωpe, γ/ωpe, zi and ze
versus Eˆ0y are presented. Note, that in Fig. 3, as well as
in Figs. 4–8, the solution for the normalized frequency
ω/ωpe is presented in panel (a), the normalized growth
rate γ/ωpe is presented in panel (b), and the arguments
zi and ze of the W -functions in εi and εe are presented
in panels (c) and (d) respectively.
The dependences of the ω/ωpe, γ/ωpe, zi and ze on the
normalized wavenumbers kzλDe and kyλDe are presented
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. Figure 5 displays that
the wave vector kz is directed to the plasma boundary
(kz is negative) and the growth rate has maximum value
at kzλDe = −0.675. Therefore we use kzλDe = −0.675
and kyλDe = 10
−3 in our numerical calculations.
The solutions for ω/ωpe, γ/ωpe, zi and ze versus the
Te/Ti ratio are presented in Fig. 6. Figure 6 displays
that the growth rate maximum attains at Te/Ti ∼ 102
and this maximum holds up to Te/Ti ∼ 103 and above.
The detected instability exists in plasmas even with hot
ions for which Ti = Te, however with the growth rate
in 10 times less than maximum value. The instability
is absent in plasmas where the ion temperature is above
the twice of the electron temperature, i.e. where the
ion Landau damping is large. Fig. 6 displays that the
observed instability is of the kinetic type with |zi| ≫ 1
and |ze| ∼ 1, 5 for values of the Te/Ti ratio, where this
instability develops.
In Fig. 7, the solutions for ω/ωpe, γ/ωpe, zi and ze
versus Uˆez are presented. We found that the instability
develops due to the coupled action of two effects caused
by the motion of electrons relative to the practically un-
movable ions in RF field. The occurrence of harmon-
ics of the potential with frequencies ω ± ω0 observed in
the ion frame is the consequence of the oscillatory mo-
tion of electrons relative to ions. The instability develops
in the finite interval of the Uˆez values and is absent in
the uniform boundless plasma, where the ponderomotive
current is absent. The growth rate maximum attains for
Uˆez = 2.11 and is absent for Uez > 4vTe. Therefore, the
instability found is the parametric instability driven by
the ponderomotive current.
In Fig. 8, the solutions for ω/ωpe, γ/ωpe, zi and ze ver-
sus the normalized effective collision frequency νˆeff are
presented. The magnitude of the effective collision fre-
quency νˆeff for a given plasma and RF field parameters
should be derived consistently employing the nonlinear
theory of the instability considered. Because the growth
rate and the frequency of the instability are comparable,
the nonlinear evolution of this instability should be stud-
ied using the methods of the strong plasma turbulence23.
Figure 8 predicts that the maximum growth rate attains
for the comparable values of νˆeff and the growth rate.
Figure 8 displays that for low values of νeff ≪ 1, i.e.
high current velocity Uez, instability is absent.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the stability theory of the skin layer
plasma of the inductive discharge with high RF frequency
is developed for the case when the electron quiver veloc-
ity in the RF wave is of the order of or is larger than
the electron thermal velocity. In this case, the electron
equilibrium distribution function (5) is spatially inhomo-
geneous and time dependent. By employing the method-
ology of the oscillating modes, developed in Sec. III,
which accounts for the oscillating motion of the electron
component relative to the unmovable ions in the spatially
inhomogeneous RF field of the skin layer, the governing
equation (45) for the perturbed electrostatic potential
was derived. The numerical solution of this equation pre-
dicts the existence of the electrostatic instability of the
kinetic type in the skin layer with the growth rate com-
parable with frequency. We found that the instability
stems from the coupled action of two effects caused by
the motion of electrons relative to ions in RF field: the
occurrence of harmonics of the potential with frequencies
ω ± ω0 observed in the ion frame and their coupling due
to the ponderomotive current. The instability exists in
the finite interval of the ponderomotive current velocity
and is absent in the uniform boundless plasma.
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